Abstract. This paper investigates the evolution of skid resistance against traffic of different tracks materials for rubber-tired metro. Experimental analysis based on the friction analysis of different track specimens at different polishing states is done. The polishing and friction measurements are performed using the so-called Wehner-Schultz machine. Three materials of which two concrete mixes and steels treated differently at surfaces (before the polishing process) are studied. The results show that concretes offer better skid resistance than steels in the long term, while the initial skid resistance depends exclusively on the treatment applied on the initial surface texture.
Introduction
The safety of rubber-tired metro depends partially on the skid resistance between the metro tires and the track surfaces. The tracks may be either in steel or in concrete. However, that skid resistance decreases continuously due to the polishing of the surface track texture under the action of the metro traffic [1] [2] [3] .
The objective of this study is to investigate both the effects of the material type used for the tracks and the initial treatment done on the surface of the tracks on the evolution of skid-résistance provoked by the polishing of the surface due to the metro traffic.
Experimental program.

Materials and Specimens
Concretes. For concrete specimens, two different mixes are investigated. For both concrete types, three different treatments are applied on the surface (surface Chemically treated, brushed concrete, no-treated concrete…). The specimens are sawed to get circular shapes (of 22,5 cm in diameter). See 
Wehner-schulze Machine and Test Procedure
Description. To simulate the traffic polishing, the Wehner-Schulze (WS) machine is used. See Figure 2 . That machine is equipped by two subsystems for respectively polishing and measuring the friction:
(1)The polishing is performed by means of three rubber cones mounted on a rotary disc that roll on the specimen. To reinforce the polishing action, a mixture of water and abrasive lubricates the specimen surface during the rolling action of the polishing cones.
(2)The friction measurement is done on a washed surface of the specimen (cleaned of all the eventual abrasives or dusts). This system is composed of a disc equipped with three rubber pads. The first step of the measuring process consists in accelerating the disc to reach a speed of 100 km/ h (without touching the specimens surface). Afterwards, the pads come into contact with specimen surface. The measure is done in wet condition. The generated friction between the pads and the surface decelerates the disc. The generated friction is recorded for all of speeds (100 to 0 Km/h), but only the friction at 60 km/ h is retained for the analysis. Test procedure. The polishing process and friction measure are done in alternation. The duration of polishing process is counted in "cycles", and a cycle corresponds to a complete round of the disc supporting the polishing cones. During the first 10.000 cycles of polishing, the friction is measured at each 1.000 cycles of polishing. Afterwards, the friction is measured at each 10.000 cycles (20.000 cycles) of polishing. The polishing process is stopped after 540.000 cycles.
Results
From the curves of the friction coefficient against the number of polishing cycles, three different groups can be distinguished at the end of the polishing process. Each group is identified by the nature of its material. See Figure 3 . 
Skid Resistance in the Long Term
In the long term (meaning after a long period of polishing: 540.000 cycles), the skid resistance of the steel specimen group tends to converge to 0.1. The second group of concrete specimens tends to converge to the same value of friction, around 0.2, whereas the concrete first group stabilizes around 0.4. See Figure 3 .
At the end of the polishing process, the effect of the initial treatment done on the surfaces has practically disappeared and only the nature of material drive the level of friction.
Skid Resistance in the Young Age
In the young age (before polishing), There is a large difference of friction coefficients between all specimens. See Figure 4 . This difference is of course due to the initial treatment performed on the surfaces (meaning different initial textures).
For both concrete types, the highest friction coefficients are for Concrete 1 S1 (surface Chemically treated) and Concrete 1 S3 (brushed concrete). Whereas the lowest friction is for the Concrete 2 S3 (no-treated concrete). This low value may be explained by the presence of a thin cement grout layer. To get higher friction values, it is therefore necessary to withdraw this layer of cement from the surface before any use.
For steels, at the young age, the S3 (double grooved and shot blasted) has higher skid resistance than the S2 (grooved and shot blasted) and the S1 (grooved). See Figure 4 . And this is due to the effect of the microtexture generated by the blasting and the macrotexture produced by the grooving process. 
Conclusion
This paper aimed to investigate the evolution of the skid resistance against traffic of tracks for rubber-tired metro. Experimental analysis based on the friction analysis of different materials for tracks at different polishing states has been done. The polishing and friction measurements were performed using the so-called Wehner-Schultz machine.
The results showed that the material type drives the skid resistance of the tracks at the long term (Here, the concrete specimens produced better skid resistance than the steel ones at the long term), whereas at the young age the skid resistance is governed by the initial treatment done on the surfaces (This initial treatment affect the initial texture at the surface).
